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RAMSEY THEOREM FOR CLASSES OF HYPERGRAPHS 
WITH FORBIDDEN COMPLETE SUBHYPERGRAPHS 
JAROSLAV NE§ETUIL, VOJTÊCH RÖDL, Praha 
(Received April 23, 1976) 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove what has been called the Galvin Ramsey property of 
hypergraphs : 
For every (finite) /c-uniform hypergraph (Х,Л) and for every m natural there 
exists a /c-uniform hypergraph (У, JV) with the following property: for every partition 
Ж = ^1 U ^2 U ... U Л^ 
there exists a set X' ^ 7such that [X',JV^\x) is isomorphic to (Z, J^) and J/^\x' ^ ^i 
for a certain i e [1, n\ where J/'\x' = {N e J/^; N Ç X'}), 
Moreover, in the case that the hypergraph (X, Ji) does not contain the n-complete 
hypergraph (i.e. the hypergraph 
({l, . . . ,n}, { M ç [ l , n ] ; \M\ = /c})) 
then (7, сЖ) can be chosen with the same property. This answers a problem of Erdös 
and others. This result was mentioned in [2]. See [1] for a survey of recent develop­
ments of this theory. 
The theorem gives an essential strengthening of a classical Ramsey theorem [7]. 
Moreover, establishing the above theorems we have a perfect analogy with the graph-
theoretical theorems proved in [3] and [4]. These theorems are generahzed here, 
too. However, the case of hypergraphs seems to be much more difficult than the case 
of graphs and a new method of proof has to be used. 
The method may be further strengthened and generalized for classes of hypergraphs 
and relational systems, see our forthcoming paper [6]. In these generalizations, more 
complex and symbolic (i.e. categorial) methods have to be used. The proof presented 
in this paper is chronologically the first one and in a way more direct and transparent 
than the methods of [6]. 
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GENERAL CONCEPTS AND NOTATION 
For i ^ j we put [f, j ] = {i, i + 1, . . . , i } . A hypergraph is a coupleJ^ = {X, Jl^ 
where X is a finite set and M ^ ?{X) = { 7 ç X; У ф 0}. A hypergraph (Z, M) 
is k-uniform (shortly /c-hypergraph) if M e J^ => \М\ — к. 
An embedding / of a hypergraph (X, Ж) into a hypergraph (T, Ж ) is a mapping 
f : X -^ Y which satisfies 
( l ) / i s l - 1, 
{2)MeJ^=> {/(m); m e M} = / (М) G Ж , 
(3) / (M) Ejr=>ME^; 
/ is a monomorphism if / satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Let us remark that em-
beddings and monomorphisms are closed with respect to composition. 
Denote by Mono (Ж, Ж) and Emb {Ж, Jf) the set of all monomorphisms and 
embeddings, from a hypergraph Jf into a hypergraph Jf. Put Aut (Ж) = 
= Mono (jf, Ж) = Emb {Ж, Ж)\ Aut [Ж) is a group. 
We shall use the following convenient notation due to K. LEEB (see [1]): 
^ \ = Emb {Ж, Jf)lAut (Ж) = { [ / ] ; fe Emb {Ж, Ж)] 
where [ / ] is the equivalence class of the equivalence ^ induced by Aut {Ж), which 
contains / : 
f ^ go3hE Aut (Ж) {f = goh). 
If f : Ж -^ ^ is an embedding and Ж is SL hypergraph then ( ^ ) • ( ^ ) -^ ( ^ ) 
is defined by f 1 {[g~\) = If о g'\. Using this notation one may restate the concept 
of the Ramsey property of hypergraphs: for every /c-hypergraph Ж and for every m 
there exists a /c-hypergraph Ж with the following property: 
for every mapping <̂  • ( , 1 -^ [1? "^] 
there exists an embedding/e Emb {Ж, Ж) 
such that the mapping ^ olj is constant. ( If we do not need to specify the actual 
value of this constant we write с о ( •{ j = §. j Here к is the /c-hypergraph consisting 
of one edge only: k = ([1, /c], {[1, fc]}). 
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To express briefly the above fact we write ^ ->^ JT (the partition arrow -
see [2]). 
Let us remark that 
^ ^t. ̂  -.̂  if =̂  ^ -^t ^ ; 
hence the only essential arrow is Jf ->2 ^ (of course, Ж -^\Ж <^ Emb {Ж, Ж) Ф 0). 
Let /с ^ i^ be fixed. Denote by Hypf the class of all /c-hypergraphs Ж with the 
property that EmbN [l,K];( L ' J | j jf-j ^ 0 (fc-hypergraphs without complete 
/c-subhypergraf 
subsets of M). 
r phs with К vertices; for a set M, ( , ) denotes the set of all /c-element 
SPECIAL CONCEPTS 
The class of all finite /c-hypergraphs together with the class of all embeddings be­
tween them form a category. To prove the Ramsey property of this category we 
need a "finer" structure: 
Let /c ^ 2 (the arity of hypergraphs) be fixed from now on. 
Let 0 g a be a natural number. Denote by a Part (/c) the class of all couples 
((Z,.; i E [0, a]), M) where 
a 
a) и Xi is an ordered set (the ordering will be denoted allways by ^ , the "stan-
i = 0 
dard ordering"); 
b ) Z o < X , < Z , _ i < . . . < Z , ; 
c) X, Ф0, i e [ l , a]; 
a 
d) ( и -^p ' ^ ) is a /c-hypergraph; 
ï = 0 
e) M 6 У/, i e [1, a] => |М n Xi\ ^ L 
The family (X ;̂ ie [0, a]) will be denoted briefly by (Xf)g. Elements of the class a 
Part (/c) will be called a-parameter k-hypergraphs. Let us observe that O-parameter 
/c-hypergraphs are just /c-hypergraphs. Thus a-parameter /c-hypergraphs are just 
/c-hypergraphs with disjoint subsets of vertices used as parameters. The notion of an 
embedding may be generalized to the class a Part (/c) as follows: 
feaEmb{jf,^) for Ж = {{Xi%,^), Ж = {{7^)1 Ж) 
iff the following conditions are fulfilled: 
i = 0 i = 0 
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b) / is a monotone mapping (with respect to standard orderings); 
c) / e Mono (( и ^ i , ^ ) ( Ù Yi, •^)) ; 
1 = 0 i = Q 
d) / (X,)c= 7,; i G [ 0 , a ] ; 
e) / (M) e Ж , / (M) n 7o Ф 0 => M e e^. 
/ i s called an a-emb^Jéimé^. An a-monomorphism is defined by the conditions 
a ) - d ) . 
Thus an «-embedding as a monomorphism which is an "embedding" for hyperedges 
which intersect XQ. AS every a-embedding is a monotone maping, the set a 
Emb (ß^, ^) consists of the identity mapping only and consequently, the equivalence 
induced by it on a Emb [Ж, ^) is the trivial equivalence. 
As the notions introduced in the previous paragraph were categorial we may 
define for ^ = {{X^l Ж\ ^ = ((7^)о', ^ ) , 
Let auk. Put k^ = {{Х^)^, Ji) where Xo = [1, к - a\ X^ = {k-- a -^ f}, 
i e [ l , a ] , Ж = {[1Д]}. 
We write 
iff for every mapping 
с : [1, m] 
there exists an a-embedding f e a Emb [pC, Щ such that Cof ] = § ( = a constant 
maping); here ( , ) is defined by 
(()W=/.. for , e g ) . 
Let us remark that the sets y^^^\ " ^ 4 and {iV e Ж ; i e [ l , a] => iV n 7̂  Ф 0} 
are in a 1 — 1 correspondence. We shall consider an {a + l)-parameter /c-hypergraph 
( ( ^ i ) o ^ S ^ ) sometimes as an a-parameter /c-hypergraph i^i)l,Ji) where XQ = 
= Xo u Z « + i , Xi = Xffor 1б [1 , a ] . 
The symbol ((Xi)i'^\ еЖ) means the (a + l)-parameter /c-hypergraph ((Х^)^'^^^) 
where X^ = X^ for \ e [1, a + 1] and XQ = 0. 
An embedding/ : ((Х^)^, M) -> ( ( 7 0 Г ^ ^) means an a-embedding of ((Х,.)2, M) 
into ((7,)S, J^), where Y, = 7, for i e [1, a ] , 7o = 7o u Y,^^, 
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as follows: 
We need a suitable generalization of the property "without complete subhyper-
graphs". This can be achieved as follows. Let 2 ^ k, 0 ^ a ^ k, œ ^ [^i, a], К ^ 0. 
Define a class of a-parameter fe-hypergraphs 
- Part I -\kj 
^ = ((Xi)S, J^)E^ Part ( - j if ^ea Part (/c) 
a 
and there is no set M ^ U Xi, \М\ = К with the following properties: 
t = 0 
i) \M n Xi\ = Ui^loieo), 
(Thus ^ does not contain K-complete /c-subhypergraphs with the last \со\ vertices 
belonging precisely to the parameters from the set со). 
Clearly 
^ Part/'5') = a Part (i^). 
We prove here: 
Main theorem. Let к ^ 2, К ^ 0, 0 S a S k. Then the class 
^Partf^' 
a \k 




: — Part ( — 
a \kj 
such that 
As sketched above, this implies 
Corollary. The class Hypf has the k-partition property. 
The proof of the main theorem has the following scheme: 
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Theorem 1. For every 2^k, O^a^k the class a Part (k) has the ka-partition 
property. 
Theorem 2. For every 2 ^ /c, 0 ^ a ^ /c, со ^ [1, a ] , X ^ 0 t/ie class 
Part -
a + 1 \k 
has the fraction partition property (see the definition below). 
Theorem 3. For every 2 ^ /c, 0 ^ a ^ /c, со Ç [ l , a ] , X ^ fe the class 
Û) ^ /K\ 
- Part — I 
\kj 
has the k^-partition property. 
Let 2 UK 0 ^ a й k, со Ç [1, a ] , К ^ 0. We put œ' = œ и {a + 1}. For 
((Х,.)?""', ^)e{a + 1) Part {k) we put 
/((х,)г s^)\ ^ /((^r S ^)] ^ m^os^s^n 
\ K/a+l J \ К J \ K+l J 
(see the convention about {[Xi)o'^^, Ji) considered as an a-parameter /c-hypergraph). 
We write 
if the following statement is true: 
For every colouring 
Y((''f.-^))^[„,„] 
there exists an (a + l)-embedding f \{{X^%^^ ,Ji)-^{{Y^l^^, Л) such that 
с о / о ^ = § for every 
(where § e [0, m] is a constant). 
Finally, the class 
Part I -
a + 1 \k) 




( ( y r \ . ^ e - ^ P a r t ( f ) 
a + 1 \kj 
such that 
The proof of Theorem 1 is crucial. Using its assertion one can easily prove Theorem 
2 and then the proof of Theorem 3 is analogous to that of Theorem 1. 
P roof of Theorem 1. Let /c ^ 2 be fixed. The proof will be done by induction on 
к — a. 
I. The boundary case к = a: Let ((Xi)o,.^)e/cPart(/c). Put ^' = {MeJi\ 
к 
M Я [J Xi}. It is ((Zi)i, ^ ' ) G/с Part (/<). First we prove the existence of 
t = i 
{{Yi)l,jV")ekFart{k) such that {{X^jl Ж) -^^2'4'^ifi^ ^')- ^^ this case i;:>em-
beddings of [{X^\,Ji') coincide with /c-monomorphism and the existence of 
((7^)1, J/'') is a straightforward application of the Dirichlet principle. 
Let 
(see the remarks concerning the definition of a-embeddings). Put YQ == XQ x [1, r] 
к 
and define the ordering of \J Yi in such a way that 
t = 0 
л; e Zo , je [1, r] => [xj) < 7^ , 
{x,j) < {x\j') о either 7 < / or j = / and x < x\ 
Furthermore, let/,- : XQ -> ^o, j e [1, r] be monotone 1 — 1 mappings which satisfy 
JJ{XQ) < /]'{Хо) for 7 < / (this is possible by the above choice of YQ). We may define 
Ж by 
к 
NeJfo either iV G JT' ox N = fj{M n ( (J Z,.)) u J / M n XQ) 
i = l 
for a certain j G [1, r] and M e Л, 
From the definition of JV and by the fact 
we get immediately 
This completes the proof of the boundary case к = a and I. Suppose that the assertion 
of Theorem 1 is vahd for all a', a < a' -^ к and let a < k. In this situation we need 
another simplification which is crucial to our method: 
é 
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п . Reduction to induced colourings. 
Lemma. Let a < к be fixed. Then the following two statements are equivalent. 
1) For every ((X,-)?, ^ ) e 0 Part (k) there exists {{Yi)l, Ж ) e a Part (k) such that 
((x,)S, ^ ) ^'2" {{Y.Yo, Jr). 
2) For every ((X^)o, М)еа Part (Ic) there exists {{Yi)o, JV) e a Part (k) such that 
((X,)S,^0-2'^''°°'((Î^OS.'^). 
Here the only undefined symbol -̂ •̂'̂ 'good j-^g^ns the following: 
for every с : ß^'^j^'-^A-^ [0, 1] 
there exists fe a Emb (((X|)g, ^ ) , ((Уг)о, ^ ) ) and a mapping c' : Yo "^ [Ö, 1] such 
that it holds for every M e Л satisfying M n X^ ф 0 for z e [0, a ] : c(/(M)) = 
= c'(/(mj^)), where m^̂  is the last element of the set M n Xo). 
P roo f of Lemma. Obviously 1) => 2). 
Let 2) be true and let ((X,-)o, J^) be given. Consider (XQ, ^ Q ) where J^Q = 
= { M G ^ ; M ^ Xo}. Let (XQ, ^ 0 ) be a /c-hypergraph with the following property: 
for every partition XQ = X' u X" there exists an embedding/ : (XQ, Jio) -> (XQ, Л'О) 
such that either/(Xo) ^ X' or/(Xo) ^ Z" (this fact is in [6] denoted by (XQ, ЛО) ->2 
~>2 (^05 -^o))- The existence of such a /c-hypergraph can be proved by various 
means: either similarly to Folkman's method [0], or (less elementarily) by a type 
representation of hypergraphs (see [2]) or (most quickly) using the Erdös-Hajnal 
Theorem (see [5], where the result needed here is explicitly proved). 
Let Emb ((Xo, Jio). (-^0. ^ 0 ) ) = {fj\ J ^ [ b r]}. Let ((X;),S Л') be an a-para-
meter /c-hypergraph which satisfies: for every/y, j e [ l , r ] , there exists an a-embedding 
/,. : ((Xi)S, Л) -> ((X;)S, Ж) such that/y/Xo = / ; . (This fact may be established quite 




by putting together the definitions of 
-^I'^'^o-^ and ((x;.)s , .r) . 
This proves Lemma. 
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Let {{Xi)o, J() e a Part (fe), a < /c, be fixed. Assume that Theorem 1 is valid for 




By virtue of the above Lemma this implies Theorem L This will be proved by induc-
tion on |Zo|. The boundary case XQ = 0 is trivial. (In this case J/ = (Ц by к > a.) 
Let \XQ\ > 0 and let x be the last element of ZQ in the standard ordering of XQ. 
Put Xo = Xo \ {x}, X[ = Xi for a^i> 0, Z;+i = {x}. Put Ж = {ME J/; 
xeM}. 
By the induction hypothesis there exists ({Y'i)ô, Jf'^ e a Part (/c) such that 
Note that ((A:;)S"^S Ж)&{а + l) Part (fe). Write two lines of the Ramsey arrows 
LA: {{X%, JC) ^Y'^°°^ {{Щ, Jf') 
((Y*)rS^*)4'''"4(nrS^"). 
LB: ((xor\ J() ^Y^' ((zorS ^') 
{{zT)t\ ^*) -̂ ''/'••̂ ^ {{z"x\ ^") • 
This is the basic part of the proof and the not yet defined symbols have the following 
meaning: 
i) ((yf)S^S ./Г*) is a modification of the hypergraph ((yj)o, ^4 '̂) obtained as 
follows: 
a 
We put yf = y; for i e [0, a], У*+1 = {x*} where x* ^ U yf and the standard 
f = 0 
a+l 
ordering of U Yf is defined by the standard ordering of У together with YQ < X* < У«; 
i = 0 
whereiVG^'*o|7Vny;| ^ 1, ze [l, a], |iV| = kandx*eN. Clearly((Уf)S^^Ж*) e 
G (a + 1) Part (fc). 
8 denotes the just described inclusion (which is in fact, an a-monomorphism). 
ii) ((Y'i)l'^^, jV'')e{a + l)Part(fe)is an {a + l)-parameter fc-hypergraph whose 
existence is guaranted by the induction hypothesis, m is a parameter whose value 
will be discussed later in the proof. 
iii) The existence of ((Zi)S"'"̂ , ̂ ') e (a + 1) Part (k) follows again by the induction 
hypothesis. 
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iv) ((Zf)S''S ^*) e (a + 1) Part (k) is a modification of ((Z;)S'"\ ^ 0 which we get 
as follows: 




M G ^'* <^ ]M n Z;.| = 1 , i e [1, a] 
\M nZo\ = k- a 
i denotes the just described inclusion, it is an (a + l)-monomorphism. 
v) The arrow symbol _^̂ '«'«/«+î  the fraction Ramsey arrow, was defined above. 
The value of the parameter n will be specified later in the proof. 
This explains all the necessary symbols. All objects are properly defined either 
directly or by induction hypothesis. Only the existence of ((2̂ ')̂ "̂  S ^") 6 (a + 1) 
Part (k) with the property given by the fraction Ramsey arrow has to be proved. 
Let us postpone this to the end of the proof. 
Define {{Yiyo^\J^)E{a + l)Part(/c) by 7̂  = ¥'[ x Z'l for i e [0, a + 1] and 
a+l 
let the standard ordering of (J 7̂  be defined lexicographically by standard orderings; 
i = 0 
NEJTON = {{x,,y,), i e [ l , / c ]} , 
where 
X^ < X2 < ... < Xk, У1 < У2 < '" < Ук, 
N" = {xii i e [1, k]} G Ж", P" = {уil i G [1, к]} G ^ " 
and 
N" n 7;' Ф 0 <:> P" n z ; Ф 0. 
Proposition. There are m, n such that 
Proof. Let 
:(((^>Гу^)у10,1] 
be a fixed colouring. 




and define the colouring 
by c"{f) = (c(/, g);ge 21). For 
/ :*„+!-»{ ( у;.')Г S ^ " ) , 
(La) = f X 9 is the unique mapping ft^+i -> {{Y^l^^, J/") induced by/and g. 
If we choose m ^ 2''"', the line LA imphes the existence of an {a + l)-embedding 
<P" : {{YlV; ^ * ) -^ « n r S ^ " ) with the property 
= § . 
c(2): Put 
define the colouring 
"fl + i 
_A(i^r)r^ 
a/a+1 / 
\ ^a/a +1 / 
If we choose n ^ 2'^' then the hne LB imphes the existence of an {a + l)-em-
bedding lA" : ((Z*)S"'\ ^ * ) - ^ ((Z•)Г^ ^'0 such that ф" satisfies the conditions 
from the definition of the fraction arrow ->Jj''*/'''̂ \ 
Let us remark that the above choice of m and n is consistent: given ((yf)S^\ c/T*) 
and ((Zf)S^\ ^*) , we choose n first and after defining ((Z;%"^S ^") we choose m. 
c(3): Define the colouring 
by <i'(̂ ) "̂  ^ '^ ^W" °/? ^" ° ^ ° ö') = Ï for every 




c(4): Define the colouring 
c':(«^')o;^'))-.[0,l] 
by c'{f) = i <=> c((p" о 8 о f, Ф о i о g) = i for every 
(By c(2) this definition is consistent.) By the line LA there exists an (З-embedding 
(p' : ((z;)o", Ж) - ((y;.)S, ^ ' ) 
and a mapping c" : YQ -^ [O, l ] such that c'(<p' o/) = c''(()9' o/(*)) for every 
(here * is the (k — a)-th vertex in the standard ordering of k^ — see the definition 
of _^̂ .«.goodĵ  
a a+1 
c(5): Let us define the mapping x '-0 Xi-^ \J Yi by х{у) = (ф" о s о (p'{y), 
i = 0 i = 0 
Ф" о i о ф'{у)) for д' Ф X and х{^) = (̂ *5 ф" о I о ф'{х)). 
We have to prove that x is an a-embedding and that it satisfies the condition given 
by the definition _>^''''8°°^. Clearly x is an a-monomorphism. 
Let х{Щ ^ ^ ? x ( ^ ) ^ ^o) + 0- Then there are two possibilities: 
either (i) x{M) r. У,+ 1 Ф 0 
or (ii) x{M)nY,^,=^. 
In the case (i) necessarily \х{М) n Уд+il = 1 (by the definition of {{Y^l^^, jV), 
Ф' and Ф" are (a + l)-embeddings), and as i[Ä)e^^ => Ae0^' whenever i{Ä) n Z*+ ̂  Ф 
Ф 0 we get M G Л. 
In the case (ii) we use similarly the a-embeddings cp" and cp' and the fact that 
ß{Ä) e Ж * => Ae JV' whenever г{А) n 7*+ ̂  = 0. Consequently, x is an fl-embedding. 
To prove the "goodness" of x with respect to the colouring с let us define с : YQ -> 
-> [0, 1] by c|x(Zo) = c"^ (see c(4)) and c{x) = i where 
(see c(3)). 
As 
l^a J \ «e + 1 / \ l^a/a+l ) 
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and the sets on the right hand side are disjoint we have two possibihties: 
by c(l) and c(3); 
(ii) / e p f « " ' ^ ^ U c ( z c / ) = c V o / ) = c V o / W ) 
where * is the [k — a)-th point of the set [1, /c] in the standard ordering. 
This follows by c(2) and c(4). 
Thus we proved that for every colouring с there exists an a-embedding 
X : ((Xi)S, Л) -^ ( ( l ' f ) rS '^) and a mapping с : FQ -^ [0/1] with the properties 
given by the arrow -̂ ^»'''ßood jj^j^ completes the proof of Proposition. 
To complete the p roo f of Theorem 1 it remains to prove the existence of ((2^')5'^\ 
0"") such that 
Let us remark that ((Zf)S'^^, ^* ) has the following special property (which is gua-
ranteed by the monomorphism i): 
a 
^ * 3 ^ * = (M Ç и Z^; г e [1, a] => |М n Z\ = 1} . 
ï = 0 
The existence of ((z;')S''\ ^ ' 0 
may be seen as follows: 
First, let 
((z*)o",^S)-„'"'((zi)S,^ô). 
(This may be established by virtue of the Ramsey theorem similarly as in I above. 
One uses the fact that each member of ^ o has an intersection with all the sets Z^, 
i G [ l , a ] . ) P u t 
( ( z r ) S , ^ o ) \ _ . . . . r̂  
Again, it is simple to find an (a + l)-parameter /c-hypergraph ((Z '̂)S"̂  S ^" ) such 
that every embedding fj, ]Е[1,Г], may be extended to an [a + l)-embedding 
fj : iizr)V\ 0>*) - {{ГГ)1-'\ &>"). Finally, 
((z*)r\ ^*) -„'•""'̂ ^ ((z;')r \ ^") 
follows by checking the definitions. 
This is the end of the proof of Theorem 1. 
P roof of Theorem 2 uses Theorem 1. 
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Let 
a + 1 \ f c / 
ш' = CO u {a + 1} . 
Consider ((Xi)S, ^Г) where Ж = {M e J^; M n X^^^ = 0}. By Theorem 1, 
there exists {{Yi)o, JV") e a Part (k) such that 
Let 
Then there exists ((Уi)S''^ ^ ) e (a + 1) Part (k) such that 
(i) the inclusion ((7^)?, ^ ' ) -> ((7f)Г^ ^ ) is an a-embedding; 
(ii) for every j e [ l , r] there exists an (a + l)-embedding// : ((Х^)^'^^ ^ ) - > 
-^ ((1^£)Г\ -^ ) such that fj{x) =fj{x) for x ^ X . + i and /y(X,+ 0 n /XZ,^ . , ) = 0 
whenever J =j= / ; 
(iii) for every N e ^ \ Ж ' there exists j e[l, r] such that fj{M) = N for an 
These properties may be taken as the definition of ((У/)о > ^ ) - As 
( ( Z , ) r ' , ^ ) e - ^ P a r t ( ' ^ y 
a + 1 \ / c / 
it is easy to see (from the definition) that 
( ( y , ) r ' , ^ ) e - 4 T P a r t ( f ) . 
a + 1 \kj 
Moreover, 
P roo f of Theorem 3 is quite analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 with only one 
modification: 
One has to prove that all constructed hypergraphs belong to the class 
CO ^ 
- P a r t ©• 
This is true by the following argument (we refer to the above proof of Theorem 1): 
Let CD я [1, a], К > к '^ a hQ fixed (the case i^ = fc for 
CO 
- P a r t © 
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involves only hypergraphs without any hyperedges). Given 
M o ^ ^ ) 6 ^ P a r t ( ^ V 
we prove by induction on к — a the existence of 
such that 
ad I) (we follow the proof of Theorem 1): The boundary case к = a can be 
handled exactly in the same way as 
Part ( — J = A: Part (A:). 




instead of a Part (fc). 
The proof of Lemma does not change, we have to prove only that ((XJ-)o, J^') may 
be chosen such that 
( (z ; . )o" ,^ ' ) e^Par t ( | ) 
by amalgamation. The following one is the basic fact which makes it possible to 
translate the proof for the class a Part (fc) into the proof for the class 
ca^ К 
- Part — : 
a к 
if 
((Z,)S, J^) e ^ Part ß] , ЦхГо, Ж) e ^ Part ß 
a \k/ a \k 
and if 
{M eJ/; M ^{JXin\J X[} = {M e Ж; M ^ \J Xi n(J x;} 
t = 0 i = 0 i = 0 i = 0 
then 
{(Xi и X'i)l Ж u Jl') G - Part p J 
("amalgamation property"). 
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ad III): We may choose 
( ( y , ) S , ^ ) e ^ P a r t ^ ^ 
by the amalgamation property, 
ad IV): It is 
( ( Z ; . ) S , ^ ' ) e ^ P a r t / ' | 
and 
a + 1 \kj 
where œ' = (DKJ {a + 1). The proof follows the lines LA and LB in this way: 
LA: ((r;)o^ J/") E - Part ( - j (by the induction hypothesis), 
{{YtTo"-', ^ * ) e - ^ ^ Part (-) (by the construction), 
a + 1 \k/ 
( ( Г Г ) Г \ Ж ' О е - ^ ^ Part (-] (by the induction hypothesis); 
a •+• 1 \kj 
LB: ((2;)^"" \ 0>') e -^^~- Part ( - ) (by the induction hypotheis). 
a + 1 \kj 
((Z;.)S^\ ^ 0 = (iZt)r\ ^* ) e - ^ Part ß ) , 
( (z ;Or ' , ^ 0 e - ^ P^rt f - ) (by Theorem 2) . 
л + 1 \kj 
We put 
It remains to prove 
( ( r 0 2 , ^ ) e ^ P a r t ( | 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a set N с (J y., |дг| = К, such that 
i = 0 
i) |N n ŷ l Ф 0, I > 0 <^ г e a;, 
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Then there are two possibilities: either iV n У̂ .̂̂  = 0 and in this case we get a con­
tradiction with 
((YDS, Ж")е^ Part f^) 
a \kj 
or N n Y^+i Ф 0, consequently \N n 7̂ +11 = 1 and we get a contradiction with 
((Z;')S,^")e-4-Part(f). 
a + 1 \kj 
(In both cases the construction of ((7^)2, JV) is essentially used.) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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